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ITALY: DIVIDED OPPOSITIONITALY: DIVIDED OPPOSITIONITALY: DIVIDED OPPOSITIONITALY: DIVIDED OPPOSITION    ENSURES RENZI RULEENSURES RENZI RULEENSURES RENZI RULEENSURES RENZI RULE    
Italy hasItaly hasItaly hasItaly has    turned the cornerturned the cornerturned the cornerturned the corner and finally delivered a serious labour reform as well as a one quarter of significant 
GDP growth this winter with confidence indicators pointing to a continuing modest recovery. But unemployment 
remains high and growth below Eurozone average. Politically, Italy has become more stable, with Prime Minister 
Renzi firmly in charge in Rome. Italy’s regional elections showed that this is at least partly due to a divided oppo-
sition. Renzi’s biggest challenge remains the internal opposition, which could still thwart progress on his last 
major reform, the streamlining of legislative power by effectively abolishing the powerful Senate. 
 
CentreCentreCentreCentre----left coalitions aligned with Renzi’s PD came firstleft coalitions aligned with Renzi’s PD came firstleft coalitions aligned with Renzi’s PD came firstleft coalitions aligned with Renzi’s PD came first in five of the seven regional elections (out of a total of 
20) this Sunday, but opposition centre-right coalitions came first in two northern regions. Renzi’s party itself was 
the strongest single party in the elections with 23% of the vote, ahead of Beppe Grillo’s against-everything 5-star 
movement with just below 20%. PD’s score is a setback from the 40.8% it achieved in last year’s European elec-
tions and the centre-left did less well than in 2010 in most regions. But this has to be seen in perspective: local 
parties always atomise the election results on both the centre-left and the centre-right and in 2010, PD was in 
opposition at the national level, which helped it gain some protest votes at the time. 
 
Still, Still, Still, Still, tttthe result is not a ringing endorsement for Renzi’s reformhe result is not a ringing endorsement for Renzi’s reformhe result is not a ringing endorsement for Renzi’s reformhe result is not a ringing endorsement for Renzi’s reformssss. Yet there are several positives. First, com-
pared to other incumbent governments in Europe, for example Spain’s conservatives last week, Renzi’s centre-left 
was quite resilient in regional elections which tend to be protest votes. Second, there is no clear challenger on the 
centre-right opposition side. The Eurosceptic and anti-immigration Lega Nord is too weak in the south of the 
country and Berlusconi’s Forza Italia was only the 4

th
 biggest party in most regions. Third, the anti-everything 5-

star movement of comedian Beppe Grillo is treading water, coming in a distant third position in almost all re-
gions. 
 
With the labour reform effectively passed With the labour reform effectively passed With the labour reform effectively passed With the labour reform effectively passed and no serious austerity to do, the trickiest task for Renzi’s govern-
ment until the next elections in 2018 will be the completion of the legislative reform to shrink the Senate. The 
constitutional change required for that is three-fifths done with two votes in the lower house of parliament and 
one in the Senate. But Renzi may still need opposition support in the Senate for the final vote and will most likely 
call a referendum to complete the process. Italy’s economy needs the labour reform to be fully implemented and 
fiscal and political stability to continue. The local elections should not endanger any of these three. 
 
Table: Italian regiTable: Italian regiTable: Italian regiTable: Italian regional elections resultsonal elections resultsonal elections resultsonal elections results    

RegionRegionRegionRegion    LiguriaLiguriaLiguriaLiguria    VenetoVenetoVenetoVeneto    CampaniaCampaniaCampaniaCampania    PugliaPugliaPugliaPuglia    ToscanaToscanaToscanaToscana    MarcheMarcheMarcheMarche    UmbriaUmbriaUmbriaUmbria    

Centre-left 27.9 22.8 40.3 47.4 48.0 41.1 42.8 

Centre-right 34.5 50.6 38.6 18.0* 20.0* 19.0* 39.2 

M5S 24.8 11.8 17.8 18.2 15.1 21.8 14.3 

*Lega Nord and FI ran separate coalitions, splitting the centre-right vote (result shows stronger of the two). Re-
sults on Monday 1 June, 08:00 BST Source: Reppubblica 
 
CHINA: CHINA: CHINA: CHINA: MANUFACTURING STAGNATING, SERVICES TRENDING DOWNMANUFACTURING STAGNATING, SERVICES TRENDING DOWNMANUFACTURING STAGNATING, SERVICES TRENDING DOWNMANUFACTURING STAGNATING, SERVICES TRENDING DOWN    
Chinese economic sentiment indicators continued their trends in May. Manufacturing sentiment is broadly stable, 
while service sector PMIs are gradually trending down. The official and the HSBC manufacturing PMIs edged up 
from 50.1 to 50.2 and from 48.9 to 49.2, respectively, both formally pointing to stagnating output. However, both 
indices have been oscillating around the neutral 50 mark in close ranges since at least 2012, so that the latest data 
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do not point to any shift in momentum. The official non-manufacturing PMI edged down from 53.4 to 53.2 in 
May, continuing its downtrend since 2011, when the index had still averaged around the 57. While this domestic-
oriented sector is thus still growing at a moderate pace, it seems to be behind most of the slowdown of recent 
years. We expect China’s economy to continue slowing gradually as the authorities shift the growth model to-
wards more market allocation of capital. However, we also expect the authorities to apply selective stimulus in 
order to prevent any abrupt weaknesses. With large foreign exchange and domestic reserves as well as very low 
inflation, China has all the necessary tools to make sure that any accident remains short-lived. 
 
Chart: Chinese manufacturing PMI stable, services trending downChart: Chinese manufacturing PMI stable, services trending downChart: Chinese manufacturing PMI stable, services trending downChart: Chinese manufacturing PMI stable, services trending down    

 
Source: China Federation of Logistics and Purchasing 
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procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The message may include certain descriptions, state-

ments, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential development based on assumptions, which may turn out to be 
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